Terciopelo
by Jose Manuel Tudela

Terciopelo is a dream, memories, love
and friendship.
Each track is something from his life, the
recognition of love, an inspiration, a
feeling and stopping to listen to his
inner self sweeps you away with the
emotions of his guitar. It moves you
along pathways, shadows, hopes,
memories and the love that pushed him
to travel without second thoughts to
enjoy what life has to bring.
He recalls and misses his friend Pepa,
who fainted on stage and never opened
her eyes again. He had just begun
composing the theme when the event
happened, and he continued with her
and her image until the end of the
theme.
It was true friendship, one that was
unwavering, one that exhausts you to
become family, a good friend who
surrounds you with their arms of
friendship, a friendship that is strong
and unbreakable.

harmonies and timings that he
never knew existed, but that were
hidden somewhere for him to ﬁnd.
It was like crossing the archway
into the future of his music.
A bit of rosemary under your
pillow guarantees happiness, with
its constant odor at hand, it keeps
nightmares away; a good omen for
his always Flamenco and
bullﬁghting last name.

The neighborhood where he was

born and grew up was a suburb
with its own feeling, a hamlet
within a city, a neighborhood with
art and performing artists who
had a passion for life that ﬂooded
over into its streets.
The composition of its falsetas
woke up in Cadiz, with the salty
smell of La Caleta beach, its bay;
he was as much a part of Cadiz as
a paper cone full of Bienmesabe or
marinated fried ﬁsh.
He strolled along to the tune of A
ﬂat and G sharp with a touch of
modernism. It was in Cadiz that
he dreamed of places where he
had never been before and where
he discovered musical notes,

It is a lullaby that puts you to sleep
with pleasure and beauty. Nadia is
beauty while Laila is twilight and it
all stems from the conﬁdence he
has in his guitar and the hope he
sees their lively faces.
Different hues and combinations
come and go from the most
traditional to the most innovative
with far from typical guajira.
He composed and composed…
little by little, he relaxed, as the
strum of his guitar softened to
become warmth, softness, like
tenderness, like velvet. When
he was younger, he composed
things. Everything was so different
back then!
Everything was crazier, more than
just madness.

Recuerdos que ya sois sombras,
no os apartéis de mí,
que recuerdo que se borra
es que perdió el existir.
Yo quiero guardarlos todos
a la luz de mi memoria,
que aquel que borra recuerdos
es como un ser sin historia.
(Concha Méndez)

Terciopelo is the essence of

experience, his memories, his gaze
and his sensations, all of which
keeps us awake and hopeful; love.
The music from his show throbs
with his feelings.
Arabic and Jewish music run
through your heart; oh so many
lovely things are transmitted by this
music, the sounds and the voices of
his songs.
Part of his life is linked to this
culture; so, it too had to be part of
this work that is one with his soul,
his career since childhood as is the
case of Terciopelo.
The work is dedicated to his beloved
El Cerro de Águila neighborhood, to
his nieces Nadia and Laila, to his
friend Pepa, to his god-daughter
Isabel, to his close friend Calderon
and his wife Inmaculada.

Terciopelo is a show that is based
on the music of a record composed
by José Manuel Tudela. Staged in a
historic venue—in an attic—it
becomes the dwelling of dreams
and memories, with simple design
where almost forgotten objects are
covered with sheets that are
removed one by one.
Two guitars, two singers, a
percussionist, a violinist, a dancer
in a two-step performance for the
guijiras Bella en la Noche (Bella at
Night), Mi niña Isabel (My daughter
Isabel) and the alegrias for
Bienmesabe.
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José Manuel Tudela: Guitarra
Pepe de Pura: Cante y palmas
Vicente Gelo: Cante y palmas
Oscar Guzmán: Segunda Guitarra
Pablo Núñez: Percusión
Hamid Ajbar: Violin y voz
Lucía Fernández: Baile
José Galán: Baile
§
Susi González: Guión y dirección
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